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Saunders, he is one of the most successful NFL player, occupation career played teams, generally served cornerback or returner in
August last year, once in the hall of Famer. 90s on behalf of 49 people and cowboys won the Super Bowl champion, he not only in the
football field is a versatile, but also a variety of sports talent is talent, is the only for the super bowl and the world series MLB player,
won the "Prime Time" name. Last year he was dissatisfied with the supermodel wife frequency appearance, which is also raise a
Babel of criticism of the divorce case of downtown, also for children 2 million dollars in compensation for his children, but not a small
income, so Nike also to take this opportunity to launch a new Nike Air Diamond Turf II color GS "Stealth" version of the new, let the
divorce family children also can get more experience into motion, with all the white leather to create the Nike Air Diamond Turf
reinforced II GS new fender and midleg, gray matte leather belt fixed on visible striking white Swoosh, in addition to lining water the
green shoe body parts in order to show the dark grey. Black and white in the bottom, heel also joined the built-in AIR retro technology,
and water, green color to be marked, perfect reproduction of the classic shoes, authentic reproduction so far. Similarly, Saunders's
LOGO is also an essential part of this section. This section is now available in Wish, and friends who like to concentrate on sports
can pay attention to this section.

: in addition to the new color options for the Kobe 9 Elite Low reported yesterday, the Air Force 1 Low Premium will also add new
metal textured upper color options on Monday. These new colors can be applied to uppers and midsole, which look very personal.
Let's wait for the domestic NIKEiD line.
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